Abstract. In this work we report the performances and the chemical and physical properties of a 2 × 1.2 ton organic liquid scintillator target doped with Gd up to∼ 0.1%, and the results of a 2 year long stability survey. In particular we have monitored the amount of both Gd and primary fluor actually in solution, the optical and fluorescent properties of the Gd-doped liquid scintillator (GdLS) and its performances as a neutron detector, namely neutron capture efficiency and average capture time. The experimental survey is ongoing, the target being continuously monitored. After two years from the doping time the performances of the Gd-doped liquid scintillator do not show any hint of degradation and instability; this conclusion comes both from the laboratory measurements and from the in-tank measurements. This is the largest stable Gd-doped organic liquid scintillator target ever produced and continuously operated for a long period. 
Introduction
Since the early phases of experimental neutrino physics, liquid scintillator targets loaded with a metal enhancing the neutron capture process, have been adopted to detect ν e via inverse beta decay. However, the practical use of this technique has been hampered by the lack of stability of the chemical, optical and fluorescent properties of the loaded scintillator. Low energy neutrino experiments as SN gravitational collapse, solar and reactor neutrino, typically last from few years (reactor experiments) to few year-decades (SN experiments), therefore the stability requirements of the target are compulsory. Instability and degradation of Gd or Cd loaded scintillators have been reported by many authors, starting from the Hanford and Savannah River experiments [1, 2, 3] ; then in 1965 Nezrick and Reines reported instability of the Gd-doped scintillator caused by incompatibility with the container material [4] .
A high efficiency 1.8 ton scintillation counter for neutron detection [5] has been operated with Gd-octoate diluted in a mixture of hydrocarbons known as White Spirit: this scintillator had a limited lifetime due to poor solubility of Gd-octoate in White Spirit [6] .
In more recent years, the CHOOZν e experiment observed a chemical instability of the Gd-doped LS target (∼ 5 tons of Norpar(50%)+IPPB+hexanol doped at 0.1% with Gd), probably due to the oxidation of the Gd salt, Gd(NO 3 ) 3 [7] , resulting into the degradation of the light transmittance. This forced a weekly measurement of the detector optical attenuation length that decayed exponentially with a lifetime of ∼ 240 days. The transparency degradation caused a 35% reduction in the photoelectron yield, from the beginning to the end of the experiment.
Finally, the fully blended Gd loaded liquid scintillator for the Palo Verde experiment [8] , contained in 200 l steel drums, turned out to be unstable during the transportation over ground via truck from Ohio to Arizona [9] . The scintillator base was a mixture of 40% Pseudocumene (1,2,4-Trimethyl-benzene) and 60% mineral oil, doped up to 0.1% in weight with Gd by the compound gadolinium 2-ethylhexanoate. All the Gd-doped scintillator was totally replaced with a new one produced on-site adding a concentrated Gd-doped pseudocumene-based solution at the mineral oil . The experiment took data for about two years.
In years from 2000 to 2005 an intense R&D activity on Yb, In, Gd loaded scintillators was started up and pursued by a joint INFN-INR group at LNGS, in the framework of LENS R&D project, devoted to low energy solar neutrino physics [10, 11, 12] . This group investigated and understood the origins of the instabilities of metal loaded organic liquid scintillators, and developed methodics to avoid them [13, 14, 15, 16] . In 2007 on the base of INFN-INR group the INFN MetaLS project has been started up.
Finally in 2005 a practical procedure to produce large quantities (O(1 t)) of stable Gd loaded scintillator was mature [17] , and results of laboratory scale experiments on long term stability were reliable.
At the same time the LVD 1 collaboration was studying the possibility to improve the detector performances [23] ; thus the two efforts were put together and it was decided to dope 2 modules (tanks) of the LVD detector [24, 25] .
The main advantage of Gd doping the LS of LVD is to improve the S/N ratio in the detection of the inverse beta decayν e interactions by lowering the neutron capture time of a factor of ∼ 10 and increasing the energy of the emitted gamma rays (∼ 8 MeV instead of 2.2 MeV).
The main goals of Gd doping 2 LVD counters are:
-evaluate on ton scale the performances of the doped liquid scintillator; -monitor the stability when scintillator is kept in contact for few years with detector materials at not controlled environmental conditions (large temperature and humidity variability); -study the feasibility of Gd-doping an existing large scale apparatus.
It is worthwhile to mention that in the recentest years an intense experimental activity [18, 19, 20] is ongoing aiming to produce performant and stable GdLS targets, in the framework of new generation reactor neutrino experiments devoted to measure sin 2 θ 13 , the last missing neutrino mixing angle.
Properties of the liquid scintillator and the adopted Gd doping technology
The unloaded liquid scintillator of the LVD experiment is a mixture of aliphatic and aromatic hydrocarbons (C n H 2n with n = 9.6), also known as White Spirit or Ragia Minerale. There are two main kinds of LS: one (LS1) contains ∼ 16% of aromatics and the other (LS2) ∼ 8%. They show slightly different characteristics, the higher percentage of aromatics causing a higher light yield [25] . For both of them the light attenuation length at 425 nm, is Λ ≥ 16 m. A 15 kg batch of the organic Gd compound (Gd2Methylvalerate) was prepared at LNGS chemical laboratory in spring 2005, following the recipe developed [17] . Thanks to the simplicity and high reproducibility of the developed formulation [25] , the whole 15 kg batch has been produced in one month using laboratory equipment. The adopted salt formulation was chosen to be highly soluble in organic solvent having low aromatic content.
Each LVD counter is a 1.5 m 3 stainless steel tank containing 1.2 ton of LS. To dope such a large amount of LS handling a minimum aliquot of it, a master solution highly Gd-doped was first prepared and subsequently diluted in the tank: 31 l of LS were extracted from one counter, doped at a Gd concentration of 48 g/l level and then poured back in the counter. We chose to dope two counters: one with LS1 and the other with LS2. The Gd concentrations differ of about 15%; concentration of stabilizing agent are different as well. The characteristics of the two doped counters are listed in the following: 
The optical properties
The optical quality of the Gd-doped LS is evaluated measuring its light transmittance, by UV/VIS spectrophotometry, in the wavelength range from 350 to 800 nm. Measurements are performed in 10 cm optical path cuvettes with a Perkin Elmer Lambda 18 double beam spectrophotometer. Light transmittance (T), defined as the ratio of the outcoming (I) to incoming (I 0 ) light beam intensity on a slice of media of x cm optical path ( T = I I0 ), is related to the optical path x [cm] and to the concentration c [mole] of light-absorbing species present in the sample through the molar extintion coefficient by the LambertBeer law (eq. 1). is characteristic of the substance in analysis and depends on wavelength (λ); it is expressed in [mole
The light absorbance is defined as A = − log T . Therefore
The light attenuation length (Λ) defined as the distance at which the original light intensity I 0 is reduced of factor 1 e , is related to A by the following law
and can be easily determined once the transmittance spectrum is measured. The systematic error of T spectrophotometric measurements can be reduced down to ∼ 1% Figure 1 shows for both tanks the T spectra of undoped scintillator compared to the Gd-doped sample extracted 8 hours after the doping time; just before the extraction the LS has been mixed by Ar flushing. The spectra overlap perfectly. The conclusion is that the developed Gd complex does not affect immediately the optical properties of the LS for λ ≥ 400 nm. Figure 2 and fig. 3 show the measured transmittance spectra (left) and derived attenuation lengths (right) of samples extracted along 2 years from T40 and T3131.
It is important to point out that when measuring a low light-absorbing medium over an optical path length of only 10 cm, the values of Λ deduced from T suffer of a large error, proportional to (ln (1/T )) −1 ; for T ∼ 98% and ∆T /T =1% the (∆Λ/Λ) is 50%. For this reason when Λ is larger than 10 m, we use the latter value as a lower limit. When looking at fig. 2 , one sees that Gd doping has a visible impact on LS1 in the wavelength range 410-450 nm, reducing T, in all the samples extracted in the observation period, of ∼ 2%; in each spectrum the deduced Λ at 425 nm is below the 10 m value, i.e. from 6 m to 7 m (±3 m). This effect is observed in all samples. Nevertheless the main point for the purpose of this work is that no Based on the measurement of first sample extracted from tank T40, when tank T3131 was doped, a larger quantity of stabilizing agent was added to the master solution. For target T3131 (see fig. 3 ), the Gd doping delayed impact on T is well below 1%, and this indication comes from all the samples; the value of Λ deduced from each of them is ≥ 10 m for wavelengths ≥ 420 nm.
To quantitatively study the stability of the light transmittance in the relevant range of wavelengths, we plot the transmittance values at 415, 425, 435, 445 nm versus time, and fit the set of values in the hypothesis of constant behaviour. Figure 4 and fig. 5 show the results respectively for tank T40 and tank T3131. The stability of T at all the wavelengths is confirmed by the fit results; at the reference wavelength of 425 nm the average value of T over the whole period is T = 98.6 ± 0.2% (Λ = 7 ± 1 m) and T = 99.3 ± 0.2 % (Λ = 14 ± 4 m), with a C.L. of 81% and 96% respectively for tank T40 and tank T3131. For tank T40, where a first interaction of Gd-complex in detector environment has been observed, excluding from the data set the T value of the sample extracted at doping time (therefore before interaction took place) the C.L. increases up to 99%.
T spectra of TOP and BOTTOM samples from both targets (spectra not reported here) do not show any appreciable difference in the whole wavelength range, therefore indicating an optical homogeneity.
The Gd and primary fluor concentrations
The Gd concentration in the scintillator is determinated by complexometric EDTA titration after back-extraction, performing 3 independent titrations on each sample. We measured [Gd] = 1.05±0.02 g/l on each T40 sample, and [Gd] = 0.93±0.02 g/l on each T3131 sample. No difference has been observed between TOP and BOTTOM samples; therefore we can state that the Gd concentration in the tanks is homogeneous and stable since the doping time at 2% level.
The investigation of the impact of Gd doping on the fluors already diluted in the LVD LS has been perfomed by UV/VIS spectrophotometry and by gas-chromatography. First we have measured the Gd-complex molar extintion coefficient Gd−complex in the relevant wavelength range between 250 and 350 nm; it is 10 −4 of the PPO molar extintion coefficient PPO . Figure 6 shows that the developed Gd-complex does not introduce any new absorption band, that quenches the scintillation light, affecting the non-radiative energy transfer to primary fluor ; the absorbance spectra of undoped and doped LS overlap almost perfectly. It can be noticed that unexpectedly the doped sample (for both tanks) has lower absorbance than the undoped one, in the range corresponding to PPO absorbance band (280-340 nm). This observation triggered the quantitative determination of PPO in the doped LSs, by both gas-chromathography (GC) and UV/VIS spectrophotometry. Table 1 reports the results: we observe that the introduction of the Gd complex clearly affects the free-fluor concentration of ∼ 30% in tank T40, and of ∼ 10% in tank T3131. The effect is confirmed by the two independent techniques. Since no precipitate is visible in the extracted samples, the observed reduction of fluor concentration suggests that a Gd-complex -fluor interaction takes place, to make a new complex that is no more (or less) optically active; this will affect the quantitative determination by both techniques, as the calibration curves are obtained from free-fluor fixed concentration solutions. This effect has never been reported for Gd-doped LSs and needs further detailed investigation. The reduction of the free and active fluor concentration is consistent with the measured impact (∼ 10%) of Gd doping on the light yield (see sect. 3.3). Nevertheless the active fluor concentration, measured by spectrophotometric measurements, is stable in time, after assessment of the Gd-doped LS, at the level of ∼ 5%. 1.60 ± 0.02 Table  1 . Spectrophotometric (UV/VIS) and gaschromatographic (GC) determination of fluor concentration of samples extracted from tanks T40 and T3131.
The light yield
Light output of Gd-doped LS was determined, comparing pulse height amplitude (PHA) spectra collected irradiating Gd-doped and undoped samples in vials of same geometry, with a 137 Cs γ source. The LY of Gd-doped LS, compared with the LY of the undoped one, is given by the ratio of the position of the Compton edges in energy spectra. The PHA spectra of Gd sample and reference were in turn measured in ≈ 10 cm 3 volume cells optically coupled to a Philips XP3462PB PMT. The PMT signal was processed by a standard nuclear spectroscopy electronic chain. The stability of the electronic chain (PMT included) is checked and corrected by cross-calibrating with a 1 inch CsI crystal irradiated by the same source. With the same technique we measured the LY of the undoped LS. Table 2 reports the LY of samples extracted from tank T40 and T3131: the impact of Gd doping on the light yield is the reduction of 10% and 15% respectively. It should be noted that in tank T3131 a larger quantity of free carboxilic acid (a quenching agent) has been added to better stabilize the Gd-complex in the LS solution. From clude that the LY of Gd-LS1 and Gd-LS2 is consistent with a constant behaviour along all the observation period; the average values of the LY, with respect to the undoped samples, are 90 ± 5% and 86 ± 7% respectively.
The in-tank measurements
A second set of mesurement has been performed directly on the two scintillation counters, in order to evaluate the global performances of the detector, in particular its response to neutrons. The in tank measurements have been carried out with different PMTs: Photonis XP3550B (118 mm), and FEU (150 mm) and two different electronic set up: a 80 MHz charge-time digitizer [26] and a 300 MHz digital oscilloscope, 500 MS/s. The internal trigger is based on the 3-fold coincidence among the counter's PMTs while three sources of external trigger are used:
-the muon trigger signals induced by atmospheric muons are used for calibration purposes. Two plastic scintillators (20 x 20 cm 2 on top and 36 x 36 cm 2 on bottom of the counter) allow to select vertical cosmic ray muons in the counter placed in the external laboratory, T40 (see fig. 7 ). For T3131, placed inside the LVD array, atmospheric muons are recognized as the coincidence among two or more counters.
-the background trigger
The background is studied by generating spurious triggers at a fixed rate during the measurements. -the fission trigger Two 252 Cf neutron sources, with very low fission activities (0.1 fissions/s for T40 and 0.003 fissions/s for T3131) have been placed inside the two counters through a stainless steel rod.
252 Cf decays α in the 97% of cases and by spontaneous fission in the remaining 3%. Each source is surrounded by a Surface Barrier Counter (SBC) which disentangles the fission's products from the alpha particles generating the trigger [27] . In the measurement with the oscilloscope, also the signal due to γs emitted by the 252 Cf source are used for the calibration. 
Neutron detection efficiency
252 Cf fissions are accompanied by the evaporation of neutrons: their multiplicity distribution is a Gaussian with mean=3.735 and σ=1.24 and their average energyĒ=2.14 MeV [28] . These neutrons are completely thermalized after about 10 µs inside the scintillator and, if the the 252 Cf source is placed in the center of the counter, their probability to leave the counter before being captured is < 1·10 −4 . Neutrons can be captured by Gd, H, C and finally by the iron of the counter itself, nevertheless captures on C and Fe are largely less probable (< 0.1%). Neutron captures on H are followed by the emission of the 2.23 MeV γ quantum from the d de-excitation; while captures on Gd (in particular 155 Gd and 157 Gd) originate γ cascades of total energy ∼ 8 MeV.
In fig. 8 we show an example of the energy spectra due to signals detected within 95 µs after the fission trigger when the 252 Cf sources are placed in the center of the counters. The observed spectra, after background subtraction, are compared with the Monte Carlo simulations. The background spectra, obtained during the same measurements and normalized to the same number of triggers, are also shown. A complete Monte Carlo simulation based on GEANT4 has been developed to interpret the experimental results. Neutron capture processes, due to Gd, H, Fe and C are completely described as well as the light collection, PMTs and front-end electronics [29] . The data shown in fig. 8 regard measurements carried out with the digital oscilloscope; they correspond to 3000 fissions in T40 and 1400 in T3131. These data have been collected during about 2 days in T40 and almost one week in T3131 because of the different activities of the two 252 Cf sources and of the oscilloscope dead time. The two components, capture on H (2.2 MeV) and capture on Gd (∼ 8 MeV), are clearly distinguishable, together with the different impacts of background in the two experimental conditions. Moreover, by studying the width of the 2.2 MeV gamma peak, one can observe that T40 has a better energy resolution than T3131. This is due to the different PMTs used in the two measurements, Photonis XP3550B in T40 and FEU 125 in T3131, that have different light collections. We measure the neutron detection efficiency , η n , of the counter by comparing the detected multiplicity distribu-tion (inside defined time windows started by the fission trigger) with the one expected by the 252 Cf source. The long term stability of η n of the two counters has been studied during about two years. The result is shown in fig. 9 . The results of these measurements, for different electronics set ups and for the sources placed in the center of the counters, are summarized in table 3. The difference between the efficiencies measured by the two electronics in the same counter, is due to the different dead time: 250 ns (integration time) for the oscilloscope and 1.0 µs for the charge-time digitizer. If we force, in the analysis of the oscilloscope data, the same dead time of the charge-time digitizer, the two values coincide 2 . The difference between the efficiency measured in the two counters is probably due to the combination of the higher light yield of the liquid scintillator and the higher light collection of PMTs of T40. In both counters the long term stability survey does not show any indication of degradation of the n-capture efficiency. This result is highly relevant because the neutron detection efficiency is of utmost importance forν e detectors, even if it does not represent a strong indication of the stability of the optical characteristics of the liquid scintillator; indeed the efficiency remains almost constant even reducing the light collection of a factor of two. 
Mean capture time
The mean n-capture time is obtained by the fit of the distribution of time difference between the n-capture and its relative fission, measured over about 15000 fissions, and taking into account that the first ∼10 µs are spent by 252 Cf's neutrons to reach complete thermalization. As an example two of these measurements, one for T40 and the other for T3131, are shown in fig. 10 , compared with the corresponding background distributions.
The results of these measurements, performed during almost two years on the two counters are shown in fig.  11 and summarized in table 3. The mean capture time, < τ n >, averaged over the entire period, is 24.5 ± 0.1 µs for T40 and 27.0 ± 0.2 µs for T3131, when the 252 Cf source is placed in the center of the counters.
This difference is in perfect agreement with Monte Carlo expectations (see table 3 ) and it is due to the different Gd concentration in the liquid scintillator of the two counters. The value of τ n , that is measured with very good precision, strongly depends on the Gd concentration in the liquid and is almost independent on variation of the gain of scintillator, PMTs and electronics. For these reasons the long term survey of τ n states the stability of Gd concentration in solution and it confirms the results obtained by titrations reported in sect. 3.2.
Conclusions
Two large samples (1.2 ton each) of the two liquid scintillators used in the LVD experiment have been doped with Gd at the 0.1% level. They are contained in two counters of the type in use in LVD. The first one (T40) has been doped in May 2005 and has been placed in an experimental hall in the external lab, the second one (T3131) has been doped in Oct 2005 and has been placed in Hall A of the underground lab. They have been continuously monitored for a total time of about 700 days. We measured the chemical, optical and fluorescent properties of the LS periodically extracting small samples from the counters. The study of the Gd concentration through EDTA titration does not show any variation. The light transmittance (T), measured with a 10 cm optical path, shows for counter T40 an initial small decrease with respect to the undoped LS, but then the subsequent measurements are consistent with a constant behaviour (C.L. 99% at the reference wavelength of 425 nm); for counter T3131 the stability of T is confirmed at 96% C.L.. An initial decrease and subsequent stability is observed also studying the primary fluor concentration, measured by two independent techniques (spectrophotometry and gaschromatography); this effect needs further investigation. The Gd doping has a little impact on the LS light yield, measured observing the response to a 137 Cs γ source; we found LY doped /LY undoped = 90% and 85% respectively for target T40 and T3131 respectively. Together with these laboratory measurements we also studied the global performances of the two scintillation counters. We used a 252 Cf neutron source and we periodically measured the mean neutron capture time and neutron detection efficiency. They both do not show any hint of variation and degradation. It is important to point out that tank T40 was operated at surface laboratory in a building where the environmental temperature ranges from 18 to 32
• C from winter to summer.
With this work we demonstrate that the adopted Gddoping tecnique is robust, reproducible and it can be used to dope very large quantities of liquid scintillator (hundreds of tons). This is the largest sample of Gd-doped liquid scintillator, stable for 2 years, ever produced and continuously operated.
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